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In this paper the convolution product associated with the Bessel-type Wavelet transformation is 
investigated.Further,certain norm inequalities for the convolution product are established.  
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1  INTRODUCTION 
The Hankel Convolution was studied by many authors from time to time, Cholewinski[1], Haimo[2], Hirshman Jr.[3] studied 
the Hankel-type convolution for the following form of the Hankel-type transformation of a function )(1 ILf  , where 
)(0,= I  and  
 <)(|)(:|=)(1 xdxffIL  . Namely  
 )()()(=)(ˆ=))((
0
, tdtfxtjxfxfh  

  (1) 






   



























p xdxff   
 If )(1 ILf   and )(
1
, ILfh    then the inverse Hankel-type transform is given by  
   )()()(=)])(ˆ[(=)( ,
0
1
, tdtfhxtjxfhxf  


  (2) 
 If )(1 ILf   and )(
1 ILg   then the Hankel-type convolution is defined by  





 where the Hankel-type translation x  is given by  











       )2()2(1255 ),,()(1/2)()5(72=     zyxxyz  
 For 1/2 ,where ),,( zyx  is the area of a triangle with sides zyx ,, , if such a triangle exists and zero 
otherwise.Here we note that ),,( zyxD  is symmetric in zyx ,, . 
Applying (2) to (4) we get the formula  
 ).()(=)(),,()(
0
ytjxtjzdzyxDztj   

  






 Therefore in view of (4),  
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  1,1, ||||||),(
ˆ|| fyxf   (5) 






 Some important properties of the Hankel-type convolution are:   
    1.  If )(, 1 ILgf   then from [2]  
  1,1,1, ||||||||||#|| gfgf   (6) 
  
    2.  With the same assumptions,  
 ))()()((=))(#( ,,, xghxfhxgfh   (7) 
  
    3.  Let )(1 ILf   and 1),(  pILg
p
 ,then (f# g) exists,is continuous and from [7] we get the inequality  
  ,1,, ||||||||||#|| pp gfgf   (8) 
  
    4.  Let )(ILf p  and 1=1/),1/( qpILg
q   , then f# g exists, is conntinuos and form [7] we have  
  ,,, ||||||||||#|| qp gfgf   (9) 
  
    5.  Let )(ILf p  and rqpILg
q 1/=11/),1/(    then f# g exists, is conntinuos and form [7] we have  
 qpr gfgf ||||||||||#|| ,   (10) 
  
    6.  Let )(ILf p  and )(ILg
q
  and )(ILh
r
 , then the weighted norm inequality  
  ,,,
0
||||||||||||)())(#)(( rqp hgfxdxhgxf 

 (11) 
 holds for 2=1/1/1/ rqp  .  
 As indicated above, the proof of properties 1-5 are well known. Hence we next give the proof of 6. Using Holder
'
s 











rqshgfxdxhgxf sqp   
 From [4],  ,h  is isometric on )(






s formula of the Hankel-type transformation for 
)(, 2 ILgf   is given by  
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 Furthermore, this relation also holds for )(, 1 ILgf  ,see [8]. 
 For )(1 IL  ,using translation x  given in [7] and dialation ),(=),( ayaxfyxfDa , the Bessel-type 




























 The continuous Bessel-type transform [6] of a function )(1 ILf   with respect to wavelet )(
1 IL   is defined by  

















 by simple modification we get  










 From [6] and [7] the continuous Bessel-type wavelet transform of a function )(1 ILf   can be written in the form:  




  (14) 
 Now we state the Parseval formula of the Bessel-type wavelettransform from [6,pp. 245],  









  (15) 
 for )(2 ILf   and )(
2 ILg  . Now we also state from [3,Theorem 2c,pp.312] and [3,corollay 2c,pp.313] which is 
useful for our approximation results: 
Theorem 1.1:Suppose that   
    1.   <<0,0)( xxKn   





    3.  0=)()(lim xdxKnn 


 ,for each 0> ,  
    4.  )()( ILx     
    5.    is continuous at ],[, 00   xxxx  and 0>   
 Then  





Corollary 1.1:With the same assumptions on k_n(x),if f(x) )(1 IL  then _n||f#k_n-f||_1=0.  
Motivated from [5,pp.129-136], we define convolution product for Bessel-type wavelet transform and study some of its 
properties.  
2  THE BESSEL-TYPE WAVELET CONVOLUTION PRODUCT 
In this section,using properties(5),(12) and (13) we formally define the convolution product for Bessel-type wavelet 
transformation by the relation  
 ),)()(,)((=),)(( abgBabfBabgfB    (16) 
 and investigate its boundedness and approximation properties.This in turn implies the product of two Bessel-type wavelet 
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transforms could be wavelet transform under certain conditions. 
Theorem 2.1:Let )(,, 1 ILgf    and 0))((, wh  .Then the bessel-type wavelet convolution can be written 





















ydzyQyjytjztL aa   















  (19) 
Proof:From (14) we have  
   ))()()((=)(),)(( ,,, wfhawhwabfBh    
 therefore  
     )(),)()(,)((=)(),)(( ,, wabgBabfBhwabgfBh    
   )())()()(())()()(((= ,,1,,,1,, wghahhfhahhh      
 By property (7) of the Hankel-type convolution we have,  
     )())()()((#))()()((=)(),)(( ,,,,, wghahfhahwabgfBh     
Therefore we get  
     )())()()((#))()()((=)()())(( ,,,,,, wghahfhahwgfhawh     (20) 
 This gives a relation between Bessel-type wavelet transform convolution and the Hankel-type transform convolution. 
 Let us set  
 ))()()((= ,,  fhahFa    
 ))()()((= ,,  ghhGa    
 Then by (3) and (4) we get   
   )()())((=)(),)((
0
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 )()()()()()()()(=
000





















ydwyjyGhyFh aa  

  




























 where ),( zyQa  is given by (19). 





























  dtdztLghtfhahath a

 

































  dtdztLahathyjxtjzyxD aa 

  
 If we define the generalized translation by  
 ),()(),,(=))((=),(
0









 Thus proof is completed. 
Theorem 2.2:Assume that 0>)(|=))((|inf , aBawhw   .Then  

















Proof: From (17) we have  
 )()(),,()()())()()((=),,( ,,
00

































































     )())()(()())()((= ,,,,
0
  ahyjhathxtjh 

  
 )(),(  dzQa  
 















 Now set ))()((=)( , athxtjtFa   and assume that 0>)(|=))((|inf , aBawhw    














































































 This completes the proof. 



































Theorem2.3:Let )(),( 22 ILILf     then 
 
  2,2 ||||=||),)((|| fCabfB W
 
proof:Proof can be completed by just putting gf =  in (15). 















Then   2,2,2,2, |||||||||||||||| gfgf    
Proof:Using formula (16) and (18),we have  
 22, ||)(=|||||| W
gfBgfC    
 2||),(),(=|| W



















From (15) and (9) we have  
   |)/()()#(||),(| abagabgB    
   2,2, |||||||| g  






















 From theorem (2.3) we get  
   2,2,2,2, |||||||||||||||| fCggfC   
 Thus  
   2,2,2,2, |||||||||||||||| fggf   
 Thus proof is completed.  
3  WEIGHTED SOBOLEV-TYPE SPACE 
In this section we study certain properties of the bessel-type wavelet convolution on a weighted Sobolev-type space 
defined as below: 
Definition 3.1:The Zemanian space )(0,=),(, IIH   is the set of all infinitely differentiable functions   on 
)(0,  such that  
























for all ., 0Nkm   Then )(
'






Definition 3.2:Let )(wk  be an arbitrary weight function.Then a function 
'
, )]([ IH   is said to belong to 
weighted Sobolev space )(,, IG
p
k  for  <,1 pR , if it satisfies  














 In what follows we shall assume that   )(=)( , awHwk   
Theorem 3.1:Let )(
1
,, IGf k  and 1),(,,  pIGg
p
k .Then  
 kpkkp gfgf ,,,,,,,1,,,,, ||||||||||||    
Proof:In view of (21),we have  
 kpakakp wGwFgf ,,,,,,,1,,,,, ||)(||||)(||||||    (22) 
         kpk wghawhwfhawh ,,,,,,,,,1,,, ||)()(||||)()(||    (23) 
 From definition 3.2,we get  
 kpkkp gfgf ,,,,,,,1,,,,, ||||||||||||    
 Thus proof is completed. 
Theorem 3.2: 1),(,,  pIGf
p
k  and  <,),1(,, qpIGg
q







 kqkpkr gfgf ,,,,,,,,,,,, ||||||||||||    
Proof:Using (10) and (21) we get (23).Thus proof is completed. 
 Approximation properties of the Bessel-type wavelet convolution are given next. 
Theorem 3.3:Let 0,1,2=),(=)(, naww nan   be the sequence of the basic wavelet functions such that
 

















Proof: Proof follows from [3,pp.315-316]. 
Theorem 3.4:Let ))()()((=)( ,, wghawhwK nn    for fixed Nna 0,>  and 
))()()((=)( ,, wfhawhw    satisfy:  
 





















 Proof:In view of relation (20) we have  
 ).)(#(=))(())(( ,, wKwgfhawh nn     
 Now using theorem 1.1 we have  







 )(= 0w  
 ).)()()((= 0,0, wfhawh    
 This implies that   





 Thus proof is completed. 
Theorem 3.5:Let )(, 1 ILf    and )(wKn  be the same as theorem 3.4, which satisfies all the four properties of 
theorem 3.3.Then  





Proof:Using (20) we have  
 







 Since )#(=))((=)(),(, ,,,
1
aaa fhfhhwILf   . 
Therefore using the tools of [3,corollary 2c,pp.313-314] we have  





 Thus proof is completed.  
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